On What Lisbon is

- Bridge between Europe, Africa and America
- Biggest electrical mobility infrastructure
- The sunniest capital in Europe
- Quality of life
- The biggest university pole in Portugal
- Excellent tourism destination

On What Lisbon is not

- A densely populated city
- Dealing with an ageing population
- An example in the use of private vehicles
- A great business centre
- A financial market

On What Lisbon wants to be

- International hub for world scale companies
- Pole for creativity and innovation
- Incubator for new ideas and business models
- Dynamic city for exhibitions, events and cultural activities
- Pole for excellence in investigation, R&D
- Inclusive city for its inhabitants
On Lisbon towards a Smart City

• The challenges: Economic and financial crisis, citizens distrust, growing social needs, ageing population, sustainability.

• The opportunities: ICT, data systematization, citizens participation, social networks, renewable energies technologies in the urban environment.

• The goal: Facilitate creativity, providing citizens, small enterprises, start-ups and civil organizations the tools needed to create, to innovate, to enable social innovation, centring the citizen as a co-producer/partner of the City.

• The pillars of action: spaces; entrepreneurship and useful tools.

HOW?

Lisbon Smart City projects

• Governance;
• Creative Work;
• R&D Partnerships;
• Sustainable Mobility
On Lisbon towards a Smart City

- Participatory Budgeting;
- Living Labs

- Co working;
- Open Data Lx

- Lx Start-up;
- Fab-Lab;
- Academia Lx;

- Public transports;
- Electric Vehicles
On Lisbon towards a Smart City: the forthcoming steps

- OPEN DATA
  new partnerships for workable data

- CO-WORKING
  a new space promoted by the Lisbon Municipality in the Forno do Tijolo Market

- FAB LAB
  real time prototyping in Forno do Tijolo Market

- CROWDSOURCING
  social network for innovation in Lisbon

- LISBON ACADEMY
  1st edition 2011/2012

- LX START UP - BUSINESS INCUBATOR
  to open in the 1st trimester of 2012
On Lisbon’s future towards a Smart City reality

- Promote new/improbable partnerships;

- Economics of attention: learning from experienced peers. Sharing series of events: Ted Ex Lisbon, Ignite, Lisbon Talks, Silicon Valley in Lisbon, etc…

- Creative Economy
  “Living hard and working creatively”

- Renovate, recreate and reoccupy the city spaces.
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